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Abstract—Big data has been arising a growing interest in both
scientific and industrial fields for its potential value. However,
before employing big data technology into massive applications,
a basic but also principle topic should be investigated: security
and privacy. In this paper, the recent research and development
on security and privacy in big data is surveyed. First, the
effects of characteristics of big data on information security and
privacy are described. Then, topics and issues on security are
discussed and reviewed. Further, privacy-preserving trajectory
data publishing is studied due to its future utilization, especially
in telecom operation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Big data has emerged to a new paradigm for data applica-

tions. Due to significant benefits, big data arises a growing

interest in many industry fields, such as telecom operation

[1], [2], healthcare [3], [4] and so on. Many efforts on big

data have been working on the data storage, data mining, and

data application. However, the widespread usage of big data

relies not only on the promising solutions and mechanisms

of data analysing, but also on security protection and privacy

preserving.

Information security can be improved by big data technol-

ogy, which is beneficial from security tools such as network

monitoring, security information, and event management [5],

[6]. However, on the down-side, there are additional security

challenges brought by the big data technology, including

cryptography algorithms, data provenance, secure data storage,

access control, real time monitoring and so on [7]. Identifying

and analysing the security issues will bring a better usage

of big data. Thus, in this paper, we will first survey existing

research on security and privacy. Then, we will focus on an

essential type of data: trajectory.

Trajectory data represents the mobility of moving objects,

such as people, vehicles, and so on. Spatio-temporal trajecto-

ries provide significant and valuable information, and foster a

broad range of applications, such as intelligent transportation

system, commercial site planning and so on. Therefore, tra-

jectory data mining has become an increasingly interesting

research topic, attracting attentions from numerous fields,

especially in telecom operation. As a trustful data owner,

telecom operators are authorized to have large amounts of

location data of mobile phone customers. Making a good

use of trajectory data can help telecom operators optimize

the network and promote social services as well. However,

location and trajectory data can be sensitive for individuals.

Attackers may infer individuals’ privacy such as personal

habits or personal details from trajectories [8]. In order to

preserve privacy, techniques and algorithms should be applied

in the case that trajectories are released to third party for data

analysis or data mining results of trajectories are published.

The main objective of this paper is to survey the literature

related to security and privacy in big data to provide a

comprehensive reference of the challenges and risks to which

a big data application chain is facing. Then, we focus on

the research and industry approaches to trajectory preserving

issues in big data.

In this work, we provide a context to the work by introduc-

ing the security and privacy challenges triggered by charac-

teristics of big data in Section II. In Section III, we present

big data system security and privacy analyses. Research work

on trajectory publishing is then highlighted in Section IV. In

Section V, we conclude this paper.

II. SECURITY AND PRIVACY CHALLENGES TRIGGERED BY

5VS

In this section, the discussion begins with understanding the

impacts of big data characteristics on security and privacy.

According to the definition and principle of big data [9],

the characteristics of big data are summarized as “5Vs”,

i.e., Volume, Variety, Velocity, Value, and Veracity. Existing

literatures have given detail descriptions and explanations

about the “5Vs” [10]. In order to explicate why and how

security and privacy issues are magnified by big data, we

specify the challenges and risks of security issues that are

triggered by the “5Vs” characteristics of big data.

1) “Volume” points to the size of data. There is a huge

amount of data generated by organizations, individuals

and sensors every second in every fields. It is nearly

impossible for data providers to supervise or control

all the data they “actively” or “passively” provide to

others. By using these data, people’s identifications or

behaviors can be predicted, which may further infer to

individuals’ privacy. Accordingly, the big volume of data

increases the risk of information leakage. Besides, ex-

isting infrastructure strategies, such as regular tracking,

monitoring, auditing or security scanning technology are

not sufficient any more. Because it is complicated and

costly to implement those methods on the large-scale

big data scenario [11].

2) “Variety” indicates the diversity of data formats and

sources. The data format includes structured, semi-

structured, and unstructured ones, while the filetype

consists of texts, figures, and videos. Large-scaled cloud



infrastructure, as an optional method to manage and

store date, makes the traditional storage and manage-

ment measures invalid [13]. Consequently, not only the

infrastructure security facing massive data up to PB

(Petabyte) level, but also data management methods

addressing data provenance, needs to be considered.

3) “Velocity” shows the continuousness and high frequen-

cies of data. This feature makes information security

and privacy issues even more severe. Fast growing

and iterating data requires non-relational databases, thus

distributed programming frameworks should have been

developing with security and privacy in mind [14]. Be-

sides, the hacker can launch advanced persistent threats

(APT) more easily, while it is hard to be detected by the

traditional protection strategy.

4) “Value” refers to the outputs that gains from huge data

sets. The highly potential value and intensely integrated

data attracts hackers [12]. Hackers who successfully

attack the database would obtain a larger number of data

and more sensitive information, and thus the cost of the

attack is decreased. This may lead to a higher probability

of cyber-attack. In addition, the purpose of data mining

is to analyse data and extract useful information from

data sets, which helps to predict the future and make

decision. Individuals, corporations and organizations

would gain benefits from big data predictive analysis,

but on the other hand, they will be easily identified and

treated worse at the same time. Accordingly, the tradeoff

between the privacy preserving and the benefits brought

from data utilization should be seriously considered.

5) “Veracity” refers to the trustworthiness, applicability,

noise, bias, abnormality and other quality properties of

the data [9]. Usually the results of data mining are used

for commercial or public decision making, thus, the

main concerns is whether the mining results are credible.

This feature involves in the whole big data chain, from

the authenticity of the original data, through the integrity

of the mined data, to the credibility of the published data.

III. SECURITY AND PRIVACY ISSUES IN BIG DATA

Given the big data characteristics and the impacts triggered

by the characteristics on security and privacy in Section II,

existing security and privacy topics and issues are discussed

and surveyed in this section.

The authors of [7], [14] have proposed some conceptual and

operational taxonomies of security and privacy to introduce

vulnerabilities of big data system. However, in order to provide

a causal relationship between the big data characteristics and

vulnerabilities, considering the topics and issues in research

fields, we refine and propose the following category, as shown

in Fig.1:

• Infrastructure Security

• Data Privacy

• Data Management

A number of previous surveys study the big data security

and privacy in various perspectives. As illustrated in Fig.2,

Fig. 1. Category of Security Challenges in Big Data.

Fig. 2. Perspectives of Big Data Security and Privacy Analytics.

different perspectives can help having a better understanding

of the security and privacy problem.

In the architecture dimension, the research objective is

considered as a big data management platform. There are

four layers, to which physical or logical entities correspond:

storage layer, including secure storing, distributed equipment,

monitoring and control etc.; management layer, including

Hadoop distributed file system(HDFS), data encryption, con-

tent distribution etc; interface layer, including identity authen-

tication, access management, public application programming

interface(API) etc; access layer, including the cyber security of

users. In the life cycle of data dimension, there are four types

of users involving in data mining life cycle. For each type

of user, the concerns and the methods adopted for each user

role can be diverse [15]. In the data value chain dimension,

it considers the stages in the process to obtain data value.

For each stage, the risks, requirements as well as methods are

different [16]. In the industrial fields dimension, [17] analyses

the most concerning security issues in different application

area. For example, in big data for healthcare, preserving

customers’ sensitive information is one of the top targets.

While in big data for financial, such as banking system, the



TABLE I
COMPARISON OF SURVEYS ON SECURITY ISSUES IN BIG DATA

Research
Topics

OF
Big Data Process Layer/Interface

Infrastructure Security Data Privacy Data Management Data Collecting Data Storing Data Mining Data Publishing
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credibility of the data should be mostly taken into consider.

At the beginning of the research, surveys focus on analyse

vulnerabilities and risks, which are brought or increased in big

data era [10]–[12], [15]. However, the more recent work also

analyse more specific technologies or mechanisms to enhance

the security [18]–[20], [22]. The security and privacy analyses

are comparatively presented in Table I in terms of their

consideration of topics and big data process layer/interfaces

discussed.

The challenges of operating the distributed and scalable

environments, along with the increasing attention on privacy

makes security and privacy in big data become a hot topic.

In [15], authors first illustrate the privacy-preserving issues of

four types of users in data life cycle from their unique perspec-

tives. Then, they mainly focus on how privacy-preserving data

publishing(PPDP) is realized in two emerging applications,

i.e., social networks and location-based services. Rather than

portraying the whole application chain, some researches focus

on depicting typical issues. In [12], authors discuss big data

security management platform, information security system

and relevant laws and regulations. In [10], authors present

related research work on five subjective: Hadoop security,

cloud security, monitoring and auditing, key management and

anoymization.

Data collecting and storing are essential phases in big data

applications. The vulnerabilities and enhancements in secure

collection and storage have been presented in [18], [19]. [18]

discusses the security issue on NoSQL databases; several

database products of four types of database, such as key-value

database, column-oriented database, document based database

and group database, are studied and their merits and weakness

are revealed. Access control models are compared as well. [19]

not only considers the privacy and data confidentiality in big

data, but data provenance and data trustworthiness are also

taken into account.

Data mining is the principal process of discovering knowl-

edge. However, since data mining enables efficiently discover

valuable, non-obvious information from large volumes of data,

it may result in an extraction of sensitive information. [20]

and [16] provide reviews on privacy-preserving data min-

ing techniques and analyse those methods.The transformation

methods on the original data in order to preserve privacy

is classified as randomization methods, anoymization and

distributed methods in [20]. The analytics and comparison of

privacy preserving in clustering and association rule mining

are given as well. In [16], privacy-preserving techniques in

data mining, including privacy-preserving aggregation, opera-

tions over encrypted data, and de-identification, are reviewed.

Besides, a cosine similarity computing protocol was proposed

to transform original data.

After data mining and analyzing, basic operations include

showing the interesting mining results in proper ways. Linkage

of private information is the one of the top security risks in this

stage. Thus, PPDP is required to publish useful information

while preserving data privacy. Fung et al. systematically sum-

marize and evaluate different approaches in their frequently

cited survey [21]. Rashid et al. study the PPDM and PPDP,

and present the differences and requirements between PPDP

and other related problems [23].

IV. PRIVACY-PRESERVING TRAJECTORY PUBLISHING

In the Section III, the surveys and achievements of security

and privacy in big data are reviewed. In this section, we focus

on privacy-preserving trajectory publishing techniques in big

data.

A. What is Trajectory?

Advancement of wireless communication enables a large

number of location based applications and services, along with

a massive collection of location information. It is obvious that

sharing location information can help improve users’ quality

of lives, while on the other hand, it may reveal sensitive and

private information about individuals.

Compared with single location, a trajectory is an entire set

of discrete location samples. There are two major scenarios

that we need to protect a user’s trajectory data from the privacy

leak. One is in on-line location-based services. In this scenario,

a user may not want to exactly disclose his or her current

location when using a service [24]. The other is the off-line

historical trajectories. Based on a collection of trajectories, an

adversary may discover an individual’s most frequent places,

and therefore identify the individual, or even infer sensitive

personal information like health condition, religious and sexual

preferences [25]. In this paper, we concentrate on the latter.

Trajectory is usually samples of a mobile object’s true

movements. For the purpose of data analysis, approaches of

reducing the uncertainty of a trajectory are studied [26]. On

the other hand, to protect a user from the privacy leak caused

by the disclosure of the user’s trajectories, a trajectory should



be even more uncertain. Thus, privacy-preserving trajectory

publishing requires mechanisms to blur a user’s trajectory,

while ensuring the utility of data at the same time.

B. Mechanisms in Privacy-Preserving Trajectory Publishing

Anonymization technique is an efficient method to realize

privacy-preserving, and it can be also utilized for trajectory da-

ta set. However, spatio-temporal data, different from relational

data, have some unique features, including time dependence,

location dependence and high dimensionality [15]. Thus, tai-

lored privacy-preserving methods should be considered. In this

subsection, three common mechanisms in privacy-preserving

trajectory publishing are presented, and existing research under

each class are reviewed.

Generalization and Suppression

Generalization and suppression are the most common

anonymity operations used to implement k-anonymity. Gener-

alization means replacing one or multiple specific values with

a more general one. Suppression involves deleting values or

records of data. A number of solutions provide anonymization

protection based on generalization and suppression.

In [27], Terrovitis et al. proposed an anonymization algo-

rithm that iteratively suppresses selected locations from the

original trajectories, taking into consider of the benefit in terms

of privacy and the deviation from the main direction of the

trajectory.

The authors of [31] consider the trajectories as a collection

of points, each point represented by intervals on the three

dimensions. Then, k-anonymity model is built.

Yarovoy studies the case that each user has a different set

of quasi-identifier(QID)(location,time) pairs for which he or

she requires protection [32]. Based on the graph theory, the

authors build the k-anonymity model.

Generalization and suppression operations are feasible and

easy. However, the main negative side is that replacing or

deleting real values leads to a high possibility of information

loss.

Perturbation

While data semantics are retained at a record level by the

generalization and suppression mechanisms, the perturbation

techniques retain data semantics at an aggregate level [28].

Perturbation techniques usually are based on randomization.

Adding noise and swapping data are common means of

perturbation [37], [38]. Some studies based on perturbation

have been developed.

Abul et al. consider the problem of publishing a complete

sequence of individuals’ trajectory [29], [30]. In [29], a (k, θ)-
anonymity by space translation is proposed to preserve the

individuals’ privacy. Then, there are k different trajectories co-

existing in a cylinder of the radius θ. It has been later improved

by removing some constraints about the input datasets and

scales to large datasets at the cost of higher computational

requirements [30].

The main idea of [34] is also adding noise, however, instead

of spatial distortion, the scheme proposed is built on time

distortion. Promesse is designed to smooth the users’ speed

from original data to a constant speed, and then blur endpoints

at the same time. Hence, the users’ interests spots and endpoint

are preserved.

In [35], a (K, t)-privacy metric based on the idea of swap-

ping data, is proposed. The algorithm is designed to exchange

multiple users’ pseudonyms only when they meet the same

location, so as to eliminate the linkability of their pseudonyms

before and after the exchange. This algorithm can be used in

the scenario that many people move through hub locations,

such as a train station.

However, schemes based on the partition-based privacy

model, including generalization, suppression and perturbation,

have been found to be vulnerable to many types of privacy

attacks, such as composition attack, deFinetti attack, and

foreground knowledge attack [39].

Differential Privacy

Differential privacy is recently introduced to privacy p-

reserving data publishing. The privacy preserving model is

designed to ensure an equal probability of any released data

among all nearly identical input data sets, and due to this

reason, it guarantees that all outputs are insensitive to individ-

uals. Adding random noise to the true output of the function

is a common method. The Laplace mechanism [40] and the

Exponential mechanism [41] are two major techniques. For

real outputs, the Laplace mechanism is used that the noises

are generated based on Laplace distribution. When outputs

are not real, the Exponential mechanism assigns exponentially

greater probability to a output with a higher score, with which

it is more likely to be selected. As a consequence, the final

output would be close to the optimum with respect to utility

function. Some research have been working on differential

private publication of trajectory data.

Chen et al. first introduce differential privacy to trajectory

publishing [42]. A non-interactive data-dependent sanitization

algorithm is proposed. The efficiency of the approach is guar-

anteed by narrowing down the output domain by constructing

a noisy prefix tree under Laplace mechanism. Then Chen et

al. develop techniques making use of the inherent Markov

assumption in the variable-length n-gram model in order to

improve the utility [43].

Considering that there are not many common prefixes or

n-grams of raw trajectories, Hua et al. propose location

generalization algorithm based on the exponential mechanism

for preparation; then design authors design a release algorithm

which leverages a noise counting scheme based on Laplace

mechanism [39].

The differential privacy is proved to have a better private

utility for trajectory data, however, the future research should

pay more attention to adapt the huge volume of data in real-

time scenario.



V. CONCLUSION

Big data has become one of the most promising and prevail-

ing technology to predict future trends. In these circumstances,

security and privacy should be taken into consideration for

applications. In this paper, we have analysed the effects of big

data characteristics on security and privacy, which requires

conceptual and operational study on infrastructure security,

data privacy and data management. Then, having surveyed

the research on big data security and privacy in big data, a

set of topics and issues have been illustrated and compared.

Finally, we have focused on privacy-preserving trajectory

data publishing mechanisms, due to sensitivity and widely-

usage of trajectory data in telecom operation. Three com-

mon mechanisms of privacy-preserving trajectory publishing:

generalization and suppression, perturbation and differential

privacy have been presented, and relative research under each

class have been also reviewed.
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